Susceptibility of the ocular lens to nitric oxide: implications in cataractogenesis.
Oxides of nitrogen, such as nitric oxide (NO), are now biologically referred to as reactive nitrogen species. The generation of NO gives rise to several other reactive species, such as NO+, NO-, NO2, N2O3, and ONOO- and so forth, which are all capable of inflicting tissue damage. Indeed, NO generation is known to be associated with retinal degeneration and glaucoma. Its level has also been found to increase in the aqueous and vitreous humors in diabetes. We hypothesize that such an increase would have a detrimental effect on the biochemistry and metabolism of tissues, including the lens, bathed by the aqueous containing elevated levels of NO. The primary aim of our investigations was, therefore, to examine the susceptibility of the lens to damage by NO in vitro in the presence of nitroaspirin, a novel NO donating agent. The extent of physiologic damage to the lens was initially assessed by determining the integrity of its active transport mechanism. The overall status of tissue metabolism was determined by measuring the adenosine triphosphate (ATP) levels. The levels of glutathione (GSH) and glutathione disulfide, reflecting the status of its antioxidant reserve, were also determined. That NO is indeed deleterious to the lens was apparent by the inhibition of the active transport of Rb(+). This was associated with a substantial decrease in the contents of ATP and GSH, the decrease in the latter directly suggesting that the NO effects are caused by oxidative stress. That the effects are caused by NO generated from nitroaspirin was proven by a substantial increase in NO level in the medium during incubation of the lenses with nitroaspirin, as compared to the controls. The results, therefore, were highly suggestive of a contribution of the oxides of nitrogen in cataract formation associated with diabetes and other aging diseases.